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ABSTRACT

Context: Business process modeling is an essential part of understanding and redesigning the activities that a typical enterprise uses to achieve its business goals. The quality of a business process model has a significant impact on the development of any enterprise and IT support for that process.

Objective: Since the insights on what constitutes modeling quality are constantly evolving, it is unclear whether research on business process modeling quality already covers all major aspects of modeling quality. Therefore, the objective of this research is to determine the state of the art on business process modeling quality: What aspects of process modeling quality have been addressed until now and which gaps remain to be covered?

Method: We performed a systematic literature review of peer reviewed articles as published between 2000 and August 2013 on business process modeling quality. To analyze the contributions of the papers we use the Formal Concept Analysis technique.

Results: We found 72 studies addressing quality aspects of business process models. These studies were classified into different dimensions: addressed model quality type, research goal, research method, and type of research result. Our findings suggest that there is no generally accepted framework of model quality types. Most research focuses on empirical and pragmatic quality aspects, specifically with respect to improving the understandability or readability of models. Among the various research methods, experimentation is the most popular one. The results from published research most often take the form of intangible knowledge.

Conclusion: We believe there is a lack of an encompassing and generally accepted definition of business process modeling quality. This evidences the need for the development of a broader quality framework capable of dealing with the different aspects of business process modeling quality. Different dimensions of business process quality and of the process of modeling still require further research.

C211 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Business process modeling is arguably one of the important domains of interest of information systems research over the past three decades. From an Enterprise Modeling perspective, business process modeling is valued as a complement to domain modeling. It allows capturing the organizational dimension in terms of actors, activities, and workflows. Business process models (or process models for short) are required as a basis for knowledge transfer, quality purposes, regulations, communication between internal and external collaborative partners, and documentation in general for short) are required as a basis for knowledge transfer, quality purposes, regulations, communication between internal and external collaborative partners, and documentation in general. Business process models also play an important role in the requirements engineering process of software systems development. As-is models help to understand the work that needs to be supported by information systems. Designing high quality to-be business process models is a prerequisite for leveraging the benefits of process improvement and it is crucial for the design of information systems [2]. Good process model design can help to avoid errors right from the start. This is vital, since the cost of errors increases exponentially over the development lifecycle [3]. All of these factors explain why quality assurance of business process models has been recognized as an important factor for modeling success at an enterprise level over the past years. Therefore, business process modeling is an essential part of understanding and redesigning the activities a typical enterprise uses to achieve its business goals. Moreover, the quality of business process models will impact on the quality of (the design of) information systems and on envisaged business process improvements.

Business process models are not always of high quality. Various studies have shown that many business process models contain errors, such as syntactical mistakes (for an overview see [4]). There is clearly a need to offer guidelines to practitioners on how models of high quality are to be created [5,6].

Several research works on business process modeling quality have contributed to the evolution of the knowledge in this area. At the same time, research on conceptual modeling (CM) quality has evolved. An example of this evolution is the successive creation of quality frameworks [5,7–10] with an increasing number of quality dimensions. Since process models can also be seen as conceptual models these two research areas are very close. Nonetheless, only a small amount of research works have contributed to the interrelation between business process modeling quality and CM quality frameworks (see for example [11,12]). Besides, early research on business process modeling quality is not always based on recent advances in the understanding of CM dimensions. Because of this, guidelines for good process models are unorganized and dispersed in different papers (e.g. [5,6,13–18]), and there is no view on how complete this set of guidelines is.

In order to advance the field on modeling quality it is useful to determine its current state of the art by identifying, evaluating and interpreting relevant research to date that is related to business process modeling quality.

A search for literature reviews yielded a number of reviews that have been performed in the business process modeling area. As far as we are aware of, no systematic review on the topic of business process modeling quality has been performed yet. O’Neill and Sohal [19] performed a review on business process reengineering. Biazzo [20] highlighted and compared alternative techniques and approaches for business process analysis. Aguilar Saven [21] reviewed and described the main process modeling techniques. Cenero et al. presented a literature review on the quality of UML models [22]. Aldin and de Cesare [23] made a literature review on business process models reusability. Sanchez-Gonzalez et al. [24] analyzed the current state of the art and trends with regard to business process model metrics. They performed a literature review on this subject covering the period from 1998 until 2008. Another summary of related work on metrics can be found in Mending’s book: Metrics for Process Models [25]. None of the above studies provide a clear overview of the state of the art on business process modeling quality.

Given the absence of a literature overview on business process modeling quality, the goal of the research presented here is to perform a systematic literature review (SLR) of papers dealing with business process modeling quality based on the original SLR guidelines as proposed by Kitchenham in [26]. In particular, the goal of this SLR is to provide an inventory of “what has been done” in previous years in the context of quality guidelines for business process modeling. We thus focus on (i) papers that aim to evaluate or improve the business process models quality as a product by proposing practical modeling artifacts (i.e. quality metrics, pragmatic guidelines) and (ii) papers that contribute to the improvement of business process modeling as a process (i.e. enhanced methods for the process of business process modeling). In an attempt to bring about a closer alignment between business process modeling quality and CM quality, we will use a CM quality framework for the interpretation of quality concepts addressed by business process modeling quality papers (i.e. types of quality issues addressed by researchers).

An SLR involves three main activities: planning the review, conducting the review, and reporting the review [26]. Each activity has several stages associated to it. Planning the review includes the specification of the research questions and the development of the review protocol. Conducting the review includes study selection, data extraction, and data synthesis. Finally, the stages associated with reporting the review are mainly concerned with the presentation and interpretation of the results. As Da Silva [27] pointed out, some of the above mentioned activities in an SLR require decisions about possibly conflicting situations. Each disagreement in this SLR was resolved by seeking a consensus between all four researchers. Particularly, for the study selection and the reliability of inclusion decisions, one author of the paper made a list of included/excluded papers from the initial set of papers that resulted from the systematic search process (see below). Subsequently, the list of included and excluded papers was discussed with the three other authors.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the research questions that will drive the entire systematic review methodology. Section 3 discusses the strategy used to search for primary studies and the study selection criteria. Section 4 presents the extracted data of our SLR. Section 5 presents an analysis of the findings and directions for future research. Finally, Section 6 presents conclusions.

2. Research questions

Since research questions guide the design of the review process, specifying them is the most important part of any systematic review [26]. In view of the systematic literature the research questions are formulated as follows:

RQ1: Which types of quality issues are being addressed by researchers and how are the studies distributed across these issues?

As current guidelines and knowledge on business process modeling quality is dispersed across many papers, the quality dimensions identified in CM quality frameworks will be used as a way to structure the analysis of the body of knowledge on business process modeling quality. This will enable to determine which issues get the most/least attention from the business process modeling research community, and to assess the completeness of the current body of knowledge.

RQ2: How mature is the business process modeling research field?

In the literature we find guidelines that are based on scientific research (see for example [6,16]). However, as indicated in [6], there are also collections of pragmatic hints that lack a sound foundation. Therefore, the aim of this second research question is to assess the current maturity of business process modeling quality research. Given the absence of a widely accepted definition of research maturity, we mainly rely on the categorization along three dimensions used in [22]. First, research goals are an indication of the knowledge that is aimed for. Next, research may also be supported by different kinds of research methods and ensuing levels of evidence these support. Finally, given the wide area of research on business process modeling quality, many different means can be envisaged to contribute to modeling quality and hence research may yield different types of results. An analysis along this dimension allows us to organize the body of knowledge in terms of the type of results. Therefore, the following subquestions refine RQ2:

(a) What are the business process modeling quality research goals? Examples of quality goals are: understanding, measuring, evaluating, assuring and improving. An analysis along this dimension allows determining where most/least of the research interest lies.

(b) Which research methods are more/less used in the research area? Example research methods are: argumentation, scenario’s to demonstrate the utility of some research result or artifact, experiment, case study, field study, and survey. The analysis along this dimension will allow to assess the maturity of research results for each of the dimensions identified above, in terms of their fundamental or applied research nature and the level of scientific validation of the proposed results.

(c) Which type of research results are provided on business process modeling quality research works? In IS research, results can be categorized [28] as constructs (conceptualizations), models, methods and artifacts. For the domain of business process modeling quality, example types of research results are knowledge, metrics, quality models, methods, checklists, guidelines, notations, and modeling conventions.

3. Method

Aside from the research questions that steer the SLR, establishing a good search strategy also requires the answering of a number of additional questions [29]:

1. What time span is to be considered?
2. What subject (evidence type) is to be searched, and what are queries (search strings) fed into which search engines or sources?
3. Which approach is to be used in search process (e.g., manual or automated search)?
4. Which criteria are to be used for the selection of studies?

These questions are respectively answered in the following sections.

3.1. Time span

We performed our search for the studies on business process modeling quality over the timespan of November 2012 to August 2013. As stated in [3,16], process modeling has been around for some 30 years; however, only more recently research has started to examine quality aspects pertaining to process modeling. According to a trend analysis on publications on “business process modeling” in the Web of Science (WoS), the earliest publication on this topic dates from 1987. Subsequently, a slight increase in publications can be witnessed between 1994 and 2001, with a significant increase starting in 2002. Likewise, citations start to boom in 2003. According to a trend analysis in Google Scholar, we see publication numbers increasing with 50% per year, starting in 2000. We therefore consider a period of time starting in 2000, relying on the assumptions that by omitting the period before 2000, we will omit only a minor fragment of potentially relevant research. This assumption was verified by looking at the data collection from the literature review on the quality of UML models [22]: although the Lindland, Sindre and Sølvberg framework on conceptual modeling quality was published in 1994 [7], only 5 out of the 266 papers date from before 2000. Similarly, in [24] an SLR is performed on business process metrics, covering the period from 1998 until 2008. The oldest paper reported on is from 2001. Furthermore, we assume that topics researched in the pre-2000 period have been further investigated after 2000.

3.2. Subject, search string and databases to search

The main area of research within which relevant papers may be found determines the main search terms as well: “business process modeling” and “quality”. Given the fact that the aim of the research is to identify the different types of quality addressed by current research on business process modeling, a number of alternative terms for “quality” need to be considered. Therefore, for the construction of the search string we identified alternative spellings, synonyms and related terms as suggested in [30]. After that, we filtered several strings in ISI WoS and scanned the results to check their quality and the inclusion of well-known relevant literature.

As a final check, the search string was updated and re-run in order to reflect frequently occurring words in the titles of relevant papers found through reference search results. This yielded the following, final search string:

189
From computer science and business are included. As subject areas we made sure that research published in outlets indexed in the WoS. By including IEEE, ACM or other publishers that have their publications indexed, conference papers were included in the search as well. Major conferences were targeted for more relevant papers. This reference search yielded 69 papers. Selection criteria on the full papers. This yielded 62 papers to be included in the final paper set. For the references search, we read 62 papers in detail and investigated their references in search for more relevant papers. This references search yielded 69 potentially relevant papers. After a detailed reading of these papers, the inclusion/exclusion criteria were also applied to them. This resulted in 15 papers to include. Finally, we merged the two sets. At the end of this stage, we obtained 77 studies. Of these 77 studies 2 were excluded for being considered duplicate publications of the same results (i.e. [31] for paper 6 and [32] for paper 24 in Appendix B). For duplicate studies we kept the most complete and recent publication as recommended by [26,33]. Also, we excluded 3 more papers for not being published in peer reviewed conference proceedings or journals. This yields 72 papers as final set for the SLR.

At the end of the search process, we checked the quality of the search string that yielded the initial set of 1061 papers. This was done by checking whether all the papers of the most frequently occurring author appeared in the list, and, if not, whether there is a logical explanation for this. According to the WoS search engine, J. Mendling is the author with the highest number of publications in the set of 1061 papers. At the end of the search process, he appeared as (co-)author of 28 out of the final set of 72 papers. Therefore, he is both at the start and at the end of the process the most frequently publishing author in this domain. Out of the 28 papers (co-)authored by J. Mendling, 3 are not indexed in the WoS. The automated search yields 20 of the 25 indexed papers, a recall of 80%. The 5 papers that were not found have titles that do not clearly refer to business process model quality keywords, e.g. “Refactoring large process model repositories”. We investigated whether the absence of the right keywords in the title could be overcome by searching on topic rather than on title. However, this is not an option as a search on topic rather than on title resulted in more than 200,000 papers.

We are aware that because of the high number of papers published in the domain of business process modeling, it is practically impossible not to miss some sources. Nevertheless, given the high recall for the author with the largest number of publications, we gathered further confidence that the performed automated search in combination with the manual search and the reference search can be considered as sufficiently complete or at least sufficiently representative.

3.4. Criteria for study selection

At three places in the search process (after the digital library search, the manual search and the reference search), a selection of the papers was performed by applying inclusion and exclusion criteria to the papers. These criteria were determined as follows. In this SLR we consider business process modeling from a conceptual modeling point of view as part of the process discovery phase [34]. In particular, we are in search of quality guidelines that are independent of the modeling language and the modeling tools.
Other phases of the business process management cycle such as model analysis, redesign, implementation, monitoring and controlling are out of scope. For that reason, papers that focus on the following aspects were excluded:

- language or tool comparison,
- transformations from one language to another,
- qualities of specific modeling languages,
- tool support,
- algorithms for the formal verification of process models for e.g. deadlock or safety (since such algorithms are typically implemented into tools whereas we target guidelines for practitioners),
- the integration of business processes with information systems or web services,
- business process model execution,
- organizational excellence,
- business process redesign,
- business process reengineering,
- cost optimization,
- business process reference models,
- process mining.

Papers that addressed language issues as part of assessing the quality of a process model were kept in the SLR. About 20 papers that report specifically on the quality of a modeling language (e.g. in terms of BPEL semantics, ontological quality), were excluded.

## 4. Results of the review

### 4.1. Data extraction process

#### 4.1.1. Quality types

To answer RQ1 we investigated the types of quality addressed by the papers. We considered two dimensions of quality according to the distinction made in the quality management literature [35]:

- **Product quality**: This dimension addresses the quality of a business process model as the end product of a modeling exercise. This dimension can be used to classify papers that assess quality along quality types similar to the dimensions of the SEQUAL quality framework [7] or measure process model characteristics in a quantitative way.
- **Process quality**: This dimension addresses the quality of the modeling process itself. This dimension can be used to classify papers that propose (improved) practices or evaluate practices.

We identified the quality dimensions addressed by the research as named by the authors. Additionally, we registered whether the authors present a precise definition of quality in their studies (e.g. by referring to a quality framework or to a standard for quality). Given the large, overall number of quality attributes mentioned by the authors (about 50 different terms) and the fact that many different names are used for the same attributes or vice versa, we needed to characterize the papers according to a uniform quality framework in order to gain useful insights when answering RQ1.

For this reason, we looked into the successive CM quality frameworks [7,10] as well as existing business process modeling quality frameworks [5,9]. The Conceptual Modeling Quality Framework (CMQF) of Nelson et al. [7,10] seemed to be the better choice to classify papers. First of all, it combines the quality dimensions of SEQUAL and BWW [36]. In this way, the framework is useful for evaluating the end result of the conceptual modeling process, the conceptual representation, and the quality of the modeling process itself as well. In addition, it also contains the quality attributes of SIQ and partially overlaps with GoM. It is therefore the framework with the richest set of product quality dimensions.

The CMQF identifies 24 quality dimensions. Not all of these are relevant for the product quality perspective. A brief explanation of the CMQF can be found in Appendix A. In this appendix we also motivate which quality dimensions from the CMQF were retained for analyzing the papers in answer to RQ1.

### 4.1.2. Maturity of the field

In order to assess the maturity of the field (RQ2), we look into research goals, research methods, and types of results. The classification scheme used to answer these questions are similar to the ones presented in [22].

To assess the Research Goal of the studies we considered five research goals [22]. Understanding refers to papers that seek to define dimensions of quality. Measuring is for papers the research goal focus on the development and evaluation of scales to characterize model quality. Evaluating is for papers that study the relationship between quality measurements and real world experiences with the model. Assurance research examines how to ensure that the process that produces the model actually does produce a high-quality model. Finally improving examines how to increase the current quality of models.

To assess the Research Methods, we considered the research methods from [22] and cross checked it with the list of validation methods proposed in [37]. We used:

- **Speculation** (called Informed argument in [37]) for proposals which address business process modeling quality without presenting any study or example that would indicate feasibility and validity of the results.
- **Example** for investigations that are illustrated by an example (this could be real-life or not).
- **Literature Review** for a review of prior research.
- **Experiment** for investigations of testable hypotheses where one or more independent variables are manipulated to measure their effect on one or more dependent variables.
- **Case Study** for empirical inquiries that investigate a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident.
- **Survey** for those investigations that perform a research-in-the-large by sending a questionnaire to or interviewing a large number people covering whatever target population is needed.

To assess the type of research result of a paper we classified the research outcome into quality model, notation, method or algorithm, tool, metric, knowledge, pattern, view and guidelines as defined in [22]. A quality model defines a set of characteristics, and of relationships between them, which provides a framework for specifying quality requirements and evaluating quality. A notation is a system of symbolic representations of objects and ideas. A method or algorithm is a finite sequence of instructions used to prevent or detect and delete deficiencies in models. A tool gives automatic support to the evaluation or assurance of quality considering different techniques. A metric is a measurement scale and the method used for assessment. Knowledge refers to other types of results that are not “tangible”, for example a confirmation of a theory. A pattern is a type of theme of recurring events or objects, sometimes referred to as elements of a set. A view is a representation of a whole system from the perspective of a related set of concerns. Finally, guidelines refer to explicit best practices for the creation of models.
4.2. Results of the data extraction

In this section, for each research question, we provide a summary of the data collected from the 72 papers. A detailed account of the data collected can be found in Appendix B and in Appendix C. Some further demographic information about the papers can be found in Appendix D.

RQ1: Which types of quality issues are being addressed by researchers and how are the studies distributed across these issues?

The quality types defined by the authors refer to quality aspects according to what they believe they are addressing. In general, one can say that many different terms are used and that the terms are not always clearly defined. As an example, some authors use the word “correctness” to refer to syntactic quality; sometimes it refers to semantic quality and sometimes to empirical quality. In addition, the quality types of the CMQF seem to capture different aspects into one term. In particular, empirical quality covers a wide domain of quality aspects. This large variety of aspects originates from the many papers dealing with process metrics and the inspiration that is taken from the domain of software metrics. Also, certain specific aspects of business process quality such as soundness, refer to “internal” quality aspects that are not directly addressed by the CMQF. In quality frameworks, semantic quality refers to the meaning of a model, and whether or not the statements of a model are considered to be a correct reflection of the real world. When matching author quality types to the CMQF quality types, the authors first sought clarity on the corresponding CMQF quality dimension by matching the performed research to CMQF definitions. For example, we considered that the “meaning” of an unsound model is in general considered to be incorrect and therefore reflects a semantic quality deficit. In case different quality dimensions could apply (for example for research investigating the effects of personal factors on model understanding), we gave preference to the root quality dimension investigated (model understanding), leaving the moderating factor (personal factors) in the classification along the authors only.

The quality types defined by the authors refer to quality aspects according to what they believe they are addressing. In general, one can say that many different terms are used and that the terms are not always clearly defined. As an example, some authors use the word “correctness” to refer to syntactic quality; sometimes it refers to semantic quality and sometimes to empirical quality. In addition, the quality types of the CMQF seem to capture different aspects into one term. In particular, empirical quality covers a wide domain of quality aspects. This large variety of aspects originates from the many papers dealing with process metrics and the inspiration that is taken from the domain of software metrics. Also, certain specific aspects of business process quality such as soundness, refer to “internal” quality aspects that are not directly addressed by the CMQF. In quality frameworks, semantic quality refers to the meaning of a model, and whether or not the statements of a model are considered to be a correct reflection of the real world. When matching author quality types to the CMQF quality types, the authors first sought clarity on the corresponding CMQF quality dimension by matching the performed research to CMQF definitions. For example, we considered that the “meaning” of an unsound model is in general considered to be incorrect and therefore reflects a semantic quality deficit. In case different quality dimensions could apply (for example for research investigating the effects of personal factors on model understanding), we gave preference to the root quality dimension investigated (model understanding), leaving the moderating factor (personal factors) in the classification along the authors only.

The quality types defined by the authors refer to quality aspects according to what they believe they are addressing. In general, one can say that many different terms are used and that the terms are not always clearly defined. As an example, some authors use the word “correctness” to refer to syntactic quality; sometimes it refers to semantic quality and sometimes to empirical quality. In addition, the quality types of the CMQF seem to capture different aspects into one term. In particular, empirical quality covers a wide domain of quality aspects. This large variety of aspects originates from the many papers dealing with process metrics and the inspiration that is taken from the domain of software metrics. Also, certain specific aspects of business process quality such as soundness, refer to “internal” quality aspects that are not directly addressed by the CMQF. In quality frameworks, semantic quality refers to the meaning of a model, and whether or not the statements of a model are considered to be a correct reflection of the real world. When matching author quality types to the CMQF quality types, the authors first sought clarity on the corresponding CMQF quality dimension by matching the performed research to CMQF definitions. For example, we considered that the “meaning” of an unsound model is in general considered to be incorrect and therefore reflects a semantic quality deficit. In case different quality dimensions could apply (for example for research investigating the effects of personal factors on model understanding), we gave preference to the root quality dimension investigated (model understanding), leaving the moderating factor (personal factors) in the classification along the authors only.

The quality types defined by the authors refer to quality aspects according to what they believe they are addressing. In general, one can say that many different terms are used and that the terms are not always clearly defined. As an example, some authors use the word “correctness” to refer to syntactic quality; sometimes it refers to semantic quality and sometimes to empirical quality. In addition, the quality types of the CMQF seem to capture different aspects into one term. In particular, empirical quality covers a wide domain of quality aspects. This large variety of aspects originates from the many papers dealing with process metrics and the inspiration that is taken from the domain of software metrics. Also, certain specific aspects of business process quality such as soundness, refer to “internal” quality aspects that are not directly addressed by the CMQF. In quality frameworks, semantic quality refers to the meaning of a model, and whether or not the statements of a model are considered to be a correct reflection of the real world. When matching author quality types to the CMQF quality types, the authors first sought clarity on the corresponding CMQF quality dimension by matching the performed research to CMQF definitions. For example, we considered that the “meaning” of an unsound model is in general considered to be incorrect and therefore reflects a semantic quality deficit. In case different quality dimensions could apply (for example for research investigating the effects of personal factors on model understanding), we gave preference to the root quality dimension investigated (model understanding), leaving the moderating factor (personal factors) in the classification along the authors only.
To further analyze the distribution of papers across the various quality dimensions, we use the technique of Formal Concept Analysis [38]. This technique allows to group the papers along the different dimensions that are addressed into a lattice and to visualize the commonality of certain quality attributes, that is to say, the level to which papers address the same or different quality attributes. Each node in the lattice identifies a quality attribute and the number of papers addressing specifically this quality attribute. In addition, upward lines denote a subset relationship.

Table 2 shows a sample classification of 10 papers along 4 quality attributes. Fig. 2 shows two resulting lattices. In lattice 2a each paper addresses the quality attributes of its node and all the quality attributes of the upward nodes. So, in this lattice we can see that papers 6 and 7 address only QA4. Papers 4, 5 and 8 also address QA4, but simultaneously address other quality attributes as well, i.e. QA2, QA1, and all QAs. The lattice can also be visualized with (cumulative) object counts rather than paper titles, as in 2b. This allows to easily seeing how often a topic is addressed: the higher the node of a topic, the more often it is addressed. Most interestingly, the graph also visualizes which topics are often addressed together.

Considering the general categories of quality types, we can see that of the 72 selected papers, 53 are oriented towards product quality, while 19 address the quality of the modeling process (Fig. 3).

Fig. 4 refines this to author quality types for product quality papers. The complexity of this figure is a visualization of the complexity of the way the terms are used by authors in literature and reveals the difficulty of easily finding a general structure in the literature. There are too many different terms and they are used in a multitude of combinations. The figure may be hard to grasp, but nevertheless, some first conclusions can be drawn. We see that in this cluster of papers, a large majority of the studies (40 of the 53 studies, or 75%) aim at proposing guidelines to improve understandability, followed by maintainability (34%) and complexity (32%). Fig. 4 also shows that understandability is often discussed in combination with maintainability (28%) and/or with (general) complexity (23%). The bottom nodes show the 4 quality characteristics that were not mentioned by papers that focus on product quality. Surprisingly, completeness is not considered by product quality papers.

A way to simplify these pictures and gain better insight, is to create partial pictures by omitting less frequently addressed dimensions. In Fig. 4, the quality dimension that stands out in terms of frequency, is understandability: it is addressed by 40 out of 53 papers. If we single out the papers that address this quality aspect, we obtain the partial lattice represented in Fig. 5. The figure is still quite complex, which reflects the fact that understandability is discussed together with many combinations of many different quality dimensions. The node at the bottom of the figure lists the quality dimensions that are never discussed together with understandability (at least, using the quality dimensions as named by the authors).
In the quality of the modeling process cluster (Fig. 6) we see that the efficiency of the modeling process is the most often discussed quality characteristic (47%), next to the effectiveness of the modeling process (26%) and the syntactic quality (26%). Effectiveness of the modeling process is related to the effectiveness of the reuse of model fragments in 3 papers. The papers that fall in this category propose the utilization of recommendation-based modeling tools and the reutilization of modeling artifacts. As can be seen from the bottom node of Fig. 6, many quality characteristics that are discussed in product quality research are not discussed in process quality papers.

Here, the quality attributes that stand out in terms of frequency, are the efficiency and effectiveness of the modeling process. If we single out the papers that address these two quality aspects, we obtain the partial lattice represented in Fig. 7. In this figure, we see that 5 papers deal only with efficiency of the modeling process. Four additional papers discuss this quality dimension together with other quality dimensions, each of them with different quality
dimensions. Only paper 61 combines efficiency of the modeling process with the effectiveness of the modeling process and the effectiveness of reusing model fragments. Looking at the papers that discuss the effectiveness of the process, we see that one paper addresses only this dimension (62), three papers (56, 53 and 61) combine it with effectiveness of reusing model fragments and one (48) combines it with maintainability.

As a result of this review, we verified that in 17 out of the 72 studies authors presented a precise definition of quality by referring to a quality framework or to a standard for quality. In the product quality cluster, this occurred in about one third (28%) of the studies, while in the quality of the modeling process cluster this occurred only in one tenth (10%) of the papers.

Classifying papers according to the CMQF quality types reveals that most research efforts have focused on empirical quality (65%), followed by pragmatic quality (62%) (see Fig. 8). Fig. 8 also shows that empirical quality is very often dealt in conjunction with pragmatic quality (49%). Applied language, model and domain knowledge quality, perceived empirical quality and intentional quality are never dealt with. For applied language, model and domain knowledge quality this may seem surprising, as a number of papers discuss personal factors in combination with model understanding.
However, in these cases, language knowledge or modeling knowledge are considered as factors that impact on pragmatic quality. Yet applied language knowledge quality refers to the use of language knowledge when developing models, which is another quality aspect than when reading models.

Pragmatic quality is a highly investigated quality type. Several guidelines have been proposed to improve the pragmatic quality (i.e. understandability) of the process models. For example, several authors agreed that an increase in size of a model appears to have a negative impact on its pragmatic quality [6,39–43]. Some considerations are available on when a process model would have to be split up into subprocesses to decrease its size. It has been recommended based on empirical findings that process models with more than 50 elements should be decomposed [6]. Another study proposes to decompose the model once it has more than 31 elements [43] based on a threshold definition. Depending on the process modeling language the amount of activities can vary for the same amount of elements [44]. This should be another issue to be aware of when taking a decision on how many elements can be contained in a model. Another example related to pragmatic quality are guidelines about the label style for activities in a process model. Some studies affirmed that it is a good practice to use verb-object activity labeling (ex.[6]). The use of a domain-specific vocabulary is also recommended to improve understanding and semantic quality of the model [14,16,45].

A representative aspect for empirical quality is the readability of a conceptual representation [8]. Some of the papers included in this set deal with layout aspects that improve readability. Other guidelines propose to avoid crossings within a graphical layout [46,47], the use of colors to highlight graphical elements in the process model [14,48], or to avoid edge bends within a model [47], among others.

**RQ2:** How mature is the business process modeling research field?

(a) What are the business process modeling quality research goals?

The purpose of investigating the goals of the research papers is to determine where the main focus of process modeling quality research lies. As shown in Fig. 9 the main focus lies on improving (43%), evaluating (29%) and measuring (25%) quality. The latter papers develop quality metrics to characterize BP models quality. Assuring and understanding together account for less than 6% of the papers in the SLR. This is an indication that the field of modeling quality still needs to gain in maturity. Indeed, quality assurance refers to administrative and procedural activities implemented in a quality system, which in turn requires setting in place quality policies and quality objectives. This obviously requires understanding modeling quality and a sound set of quality metrics, ways to evaluate quality and guidelines to improve quality.

Fig. 10 shows the combined classification into clusters as well as along research goals. On the right hand side, we can see that product quality research (74%) is approximately evenly distributed across improving (24%), evaluating (28%) and measuring (25%). On the left hand side, we see that process quality papers (26%) are almost exclusively directed at improving quality (19%), whereas only 3 papers deal with assuring quality, 1 paper with evaluating quality and 1 paper with understanding quality.

(b) Which research methods are more/less used in the research area?

The results of the research methods classification effort are shown in Fig. 11. Experimentation is the most frequently used research method (32/44%), followed by proposals for addressing...
business process modeling quality illustrated through examples (22/31%), and case studies (12/17%). Almost three quarters (73%) of the papers that perform experiments belong to the product quality cluster. In seven experiments, the participants were undergraduate or postgraduate students. Only four experiments used experienced modelers from industry and academia.

The use of a descriptive research method [37] is rather scarce in the set of papers of this SLR. This type of research method refers to speculations (or informed argument). This category accounts for 7% of the papers of this SLR. Papers the main contribution of which is to perform literature reviews to propose future research are also limited in this review (5/7%).

The majority of the experiments focus on pragmatic (72%) and empirical (63%) quality. Experiments that focus on pragmatic quality demonstrate how different business process models factors affect model understanding. Examples were mainly used in papers
on empirical quality (68%). Finally, we can see that case studies were most frequently used to investigate empirical and pragmatic quality as well. Table 3 shows the relationship between the most common research methods found in this review (i.e. experiment, example and case study) and the most common quality types (i.e. empirical, pragmatic, semantic and syntactic quality).

In total, 41 studies were empirically validated. This represents 57% of the total amount of studies. For the product quality cluster, 62% of the research was thoroughly validated. For the process modeling quality cluster, 42% of the studies were empirically validated.

(c) Which type of research results are provided on business process modeling quality research works?

To answer RQ2 (c) we classified papers according the scheme proposed in [22]. Obviously, all research papers produces some kind of knowledge, but in the classification proposed in [22], “knowledge” refers to intangible results, whereas the other types of results are tangible artifacts like metrics, guidelines, patterns, tools, and so on.

According to this classification, the most common research results type is knowledge (47%) (see Fig. 12). Three quarters (76%) of these papers belongs to the product quality cluster. The second most frequent type of results are concrete methods to prevent or correct deficiencies in process models (25%). Most of the papers in this set present approaches, techniques and methodologies for process modeling that should result in better model quality. More than half (56%) of these papers belong to the process modeling quality cluster while 44% belong to the product quality cluster.

On the third place we find papers that propose metrics. Research in this category mainly includes conceptual work on process model metrics (15/21%), partially inspired by software measurement and experimental work on validating process model metrics. All (100%) these papers belongs to the product quality cluster. A reason for this could be that metrics are suggested to quantify quality characteristics of the process models (i.e., the product) such as complexity, size, coupling, cohesion, among others. Since most of the authors do not follow any standard for their quality concepts and describe metrics according to their own insight, in [24] authors proposed the use of the ISO 9126 standard [49] as a reference for quality. This standard proposes characteristics and sub-characteristics very close to those described by many authors as measurable concepts in their metrics works. In this regard, we found that usability (having understandability as a sub-characteristic, 10 papers) and maintainability (9 papers) were the principal measurable concepts presented in the papers that propose metrics.

5. Discussion of the results and future work

The research presented here is a systematic literature review of papers dealing with business process modeling quality based on the original SLR guidelines as proposed by Kitchenham in [26]. We analyzed 1061 articles published between 2000 and 2013, of which 72 were considered to be addressing quality aspects of business process modeling as part of the process discovery phase. Among these studies, 53 papers address the quality of a business process model as the end product of a modeling exercise and 19 papers address the quality of the modeling process itself. We classified papers according to the quality aspects they address as named by authors and according to the Conceptual Modeling Quality Framework (CMQF).

On the side of product quality, authors focus essentially on model understanding, starting from a number of empirical quality attributes. Overall, in terms of the CMQF, the physical and learning layers draw the majority of the attention of researchers, whereas the knowledge and development layers are hardly investigated. While a number of authors did investigate the impact of language and modeling knowledge on pragmatic quality, we did not find any study that investigates the impact of applied language or modeling knowledge quality on the final quality of the model from a model development perspective.

The landscape of research on the quality of the modeling process is quite scattered. The main emphasis is put on enhancing the efficiency of modeling by means of promoting the reuse of existing process artifacts.

According to this, an area of further research is to investigate the knowledge layer and the development layer: How can we measure the knowledge a person possesses about a domain, business process modeling concepts and a business process modeling language? And how does this knowledge affect the development of business process models? Good modelers rely mainly on their personal experience, and the tacit knowledge they have developed over time is difficult to transfer to junior modelers [50]. Therefore, a better understanding of the interplay between the knowledge and the development layer would be of particular interest in the context of teaching business process modeling.

As a result of this classification effort, we conclude that guidelines to improve the understandability of business process models are the most researched area. Using the terminology of the CMQF, empirical and pragmatic quality types are the two quality dimensions where most of the research labor occurred. This suggests that more research in semantic may be called for. More insights into the constituents of semantic quality will contribute to the achievement of business process models that accurately and completely capture the meaning of the physical domain. Research on syntactic quality (different from algorithms for the formal verification of process models for e.g. deadlock or safety, see exclusion criteria) is also scarce. This aspect is, however, strongly linked to the quality of a modeling language definition and it is solved as soon as the syntax of a language is given by its meta-model (and maybe some OCL expressions). Given a clear definition of a modeling language, modeling tools can assist the modeler in achieving high syntactical quality through the syntax checker, so it is not surprising that researchers focus on other topics.

In order to assess the current maturity of business process modeling quality research, we classified business process modeling quality literature along their research goals, research methods, and type of results. Our findings are that most of business process modeling quality research focuses on improving and evaluating the quality of models. Very little research has been performed around assuring and understanding business process quality. True quality assurance requires a quality system consisting of, amongst others, a coherent set of quality policies, quality objectives, and quality metrics. It is a completely open issue how such a quality system should be developed.

As an additional result of this SLR we obtained that 57% of the collected proposals performed some kind of empirical validation. A positive trend is that more recent work spends attention to the validation of the research results. Despite this finding, there seems to be a gap in our knowledge as to which of the existing research proposals offer the best perspective of being successful in practice. The most frequently used research method is experimentation with students. Large scale validations with practitioners to ensure the relevance of the proposals for business process modeling practitioners are in demand. This validation is of particular importance considering the threat of low external validity of student experi-
ments in information systems research, as stated in [3]. Experi-
ments using practitioners and tasks of real world complexity will
increase the generalizability and usability of the proposals to
practice. According to the classification scheme proposed in [22],
the most common research result is intangible knowledge, followed
by methods, metrics and tools. The insight that most research only
leads to intangible knowledge instead of methods/metrics/tools/ 
guidelines leaves the question open: How will these insights flow
into praxis? An interest in and demand for guidelines is substanti-
ated by the fact that the paper “Seven process modeling guidelines
(7PMG)” [6] has been cited more than 250 times already since it
was published only three years ago. Clearly, only seven guidelines
cannot cover everything that a modeler needs to know. For exam-
ple, this particular paper does not tell how to decompose a busi-
ess process model – only that is need to be decomposed it
beyond a certain size of the model. Also, more research is needed
with respect to quality metrics. In particular, the analysis of the
results reveals that a large amount of research on metrics is not
addressing guidelines and vice versa. Existing quality metrics
would need a critical review to make them applicable as a mea-
Surement to evaluate the outcome of applying guidelines.
An additional finding that is worth emphasizing is that only 24%
of the papers presented a precise definition of quality in their stud-
ies by referring to a quality framework or standard for quality. This
clearly makes it difficult to develop a unified view on the state of
the research area. This insight points at the value of further
research into the definition of business process modeling quality
by creating a direct bridge between business process modeling quality
research on the one hand and quality frameworks or a stan-
dard for quality on the other. The use of the CMQF allowed for a
more unified view on the types of quality addressed by current
research. It seems reasonable to suggest that also this framework
could be improved in different ways. We will consider a number
of directions in this regard.
First, sometimes authors use terms interchangeably, whereas
the CMQF considers them as different quality dimensions. For
example, readability and understandability are quality types
between which the CMQF makes a clear distinction, while some
authors tend to use these terms as synonyms. Further clarification
and illustration of the definitions would enhance the ease of use
of the CMQF to frame model quality issues.
Second, although the CMQF already addresses many dimen-
sions of model quality, it was not always easy to classify papers
because authors sometimes single out subsaspects of a single
dimension of the CMQF (see Section 4.2). This might indicate that
the model may benefit from further refinements for some dimen-
sions.
Third, many author-defined quality types are classified as
empirical quality by the CMQF. Many of these author-defined qual-
ity types originate from papers that involve some kind of business
process metric. Often, business process metrics are directed
towards assessing the quality of a process as a (software) design
artifact, addressing aspects such as maintainability, structural
complexity, modularity, complexity, reusability, and modifiability.
On the other hand, the CMQF and the research on model and mod-
eling process quality emphasize the requirements engineering per-
spective, meaning that the focus lies on the use of a model for
representing a domain and communicating with human stakehold-
ers. As a result, the CMQF largely misses specific dimensions relat-
ing to the use of a model as an executable artifact. In particular the
framework could be further completed by addressing the perspec-
tive of a model as a description of how a business operates. This
may include typical software (design) quality attributes such as
reliability, maintainability, (computer) time and resource usage.

A final research area that seems worthwhile to pursue further
concerns the quality of the modeling process. Such research should
not only look at the different tasks in a modeling process, such as
elicitation, modeling and validation, but also look at the contextual
factors. For example, the choice of the modeling language may
affect the syntactic, semantic and pragmatic quality of a model.
Also, tool support is likely to have an impact on the syntactic qual-
ity of the models created and may help the integration with related
models. In future work, it would be interesting to offer a complete
set of validated guidelines for business process modeling practitio-
ners that assess these types of contextual factors as well.

6. Conclusions

This study presents a systematic literature review on business
process modeling quality. Its objective was to assess the state of
the art of this research area. This review led the following conclu-
sions:

- There have been more publications on the quality of the process
  models as a product than on the quality of the modeling
  process.
- There is no generally accepted framework of model quality
types: authors refer to quality types using many different qual-
ity names and not a standard for quality. Only one fourth of the
studies used a precise definition of quality. Among the used
quality terms, most research focuses on understandability and
maintainability for the product cluster and on efficiency and
effectiveness of the modeling process for the process cluster.
In terms of the CMQF, most research focuses on empirical and
pragmatic quality aspects. The use of the CMQF as a mean to
unify the different quality terms was a positive experience. Nev-
evertheless, the application of the framework revealed that it can
be improved in different ways.
- Between the different research goals, the main focus lies on
  improving, evaluating and measuring quality. Little research
effort has been spent on assuring and understanding business
process modeling quality. Among the various research methods,
experimentation is the most popular one, followed by the use of
examples and case studies. A little more than half of the papers
performed empirical validations, and experiments were mostly
conducted with students. Descriptive research methods are
scarce in this research area. The results from published research
most often take the form of intangible knowledge. Also, the
results in form of methods and metrics are observed within
the resulting paper set of this SLR.

The above mentioned aspects provide indications that the
field of modeling quality still needs to gain in maturity. Based on
our interpretation of the SLR results, we suggest further research on
developing a more comprehensive quality framework, on
investigating the knowledge and development layer, and on the
process of modeling itself. From our study, it has become clear that
there are plenty of open research questions in the area of business
process modeling quality that seems worthwhile to pursue, both
from an academic and a practical perspective.
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Appendix A. A brief introduction to the CMQF

In the Conceptual Modeling Quality Framework, quality dimensions represent relations between two out of a set of eight cornerstones in total. These cornerstones are: physical domain, domain knowledge, physical model, model knowledge, physical language, language knowledge, physical representation and representation knowledge (for a complete explanation see [10]). On the one hand, these can be thought of as either sets of statements that constitute physical artifacts or represent cognitive artifacts used in or resulting from conceptual modeling (as in the SEQUAL framework). On the other hand, these can be thought of as sets of states of the conceptual modeling process (as in the BWW framework). Quality dimensions reflect relationships between these eight cornerstones. For example, semantic quality refers to the relationship between two physical cornerstones: (1) the set of statements formed by “the model” versus (2) the set of statements formed by “the physical domain”.

The quality dimensions are grouped into four layers that follow the conceptual modeling process. These layers are the physical layer, knowledge layer, learning layer, and development layer. The physical layer has seven quality types, four of which relate to model quality: syntactic quality, semantic quality, intensional quality, and empirical quality. The knowledge layer represents relationships between cognitive cornerstones. It consists of seven quality types that parallel the physical layer quality types, four of which relate to model quality: perceived syntactic quality, perceived semantic quality, perceived intensional quality, and perceived empirical quality. Whereas the physical layer quality types are defined objectively, the corresponding knowledge layer quality types recognize a “subjective” notion of quality as perceived by the user or modeler. The learning layer measures how well learning, interpretation, and/or understanding takes place. It contains four quality types of which one refers to the model: pragmatic quality. Finally, the development layer presents the relationship between the physical layer and the knowledge layer in terms of developing artifacts, i.e. physical artifacts have their developmental roots in the knowledge layer artifacts. It has six quality types of which three relate to developing models: applied domain knowledge quality, applied model knowledge quality, and applied language knowledge quality.

Appendix B. Papers in the final data set

See Table B-1.

Appendix C. Detailed results of data extraction

See Table C-1.
Appendix D. Demographic statistics

Beyond the objective of this SLR which consists on determining the state of the art on business process modeling quality, this section provides some basic demographic statistics on business process modeling quality research.

As shown in Fig. D-1 there has been a progression in the number of publications on business process modeling quality between 2000 and 2013. A substantial increase on the research topic can be observed after 2006, reaching its highest point between 2008 and 2011. The decreasing in 2013 could be owed to the fact that at the time of writing this article some papers are still in the peer review or publication process.

If we focus on publication type we can see that 37% of the papers were published in Journals, 50% in Conference Proceedings and 13% in Workshop proceedings. Table D-1 shows the publications with the largest amount of business process modeling quality papers. The first, the International Conference on Business Process Management includes conference proceedings and papers presented in the workshops.

Main authors in the business process modeling quality research area according to this SLR are shown in Table D-2.
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